Mr. R. C. Arnold
Senior Vice President
Metropolitan Edison Company
100 Interpace Parkway
Parsippany, New Jersey 07054

Dear Mr. Arnold:

This letter is to inform you that in future correspondence with the NRC, it is requested that the TMI Program Office staff personnel be referenced by their onsite organization assignment. A list of TMI Program staff members, by name and association, is attached to this letter for guidance.

Original signed by
John T. Collins
Deputy Program Director
TMI Program Office

1 Attachment: As stated

cc w/attachment:
J. G. Herbein, Vice President-Nuclear Operations
G. K. Hovey, Director, Unit 2
R. J. Toole, Manager, Unit 1
J. J. Barton, Manager, Site Operations, Unit 2
W. E. Potts, Manager, Radiological Controls, Unit 1
J. W. Brasher, Manager, Radiological Controls, Unit 2
J. J. Collitz, Manager, Plant Engineering, Unit 1
B. Elam, Manager, Plant Engineering, Unit 2
R. F. Wilson, Director, Technical Functions
L. W. Harding, Supervisor of Licensing
ATTACHMENT 1

LIST OF TMI PROGRAM OFFICE STAFF MEMBERS

W. H. Barley, Radiation Specialist, TMI Program Office
R. R. Bellamy, Chief, Technical Support Section, TMI Program Office
J. T. Collins, Deputy Program Director, TMI Program Office
R. J. Conte, Senior Resident Inspector, Unit 2, TMI Program Office
A. N. Fasano, Chief, Site Operations Section, TMI Program Office
D. R. Haverkamp, Senior Resident Inspector, Unit 1, TMI Program Office
G. Kalman, Nuclear Engineer, TMI Program Office
T. A. Moslak, Radiation Specialist, TMI Program Office
M. M. Shanbaky, Senior Radiation Specialist, TMI Program Office
L. H. Thonus, Radiation Specialist, TMI Program Office